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Quick 6!

1 What is a feature of a Christian marriage? 

2 Outline three ways the parish helps with family life?

3 What is the definition of an extended family?

4 How has the role of religious leaders challenged the significance of being married?

5 How does the belief in the atonement support the idea of the parish supporting the 
family?

6 Which attribute of the nature of God supports the idea of marriage?
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What are these images representing? 
These images are representing…

How have attitudes towards divorce 
changed throughout time? 
Attitudes towards divorce are…
Why have attitudes towards divorce 
changed?
Attitudes towards divorce have changed 
because…

What did attitudes towards divorce use 
to be? 
Attitudes towards divorce use to be…



 

Are these statements true or false? T/
F 

✓

 

1. 2/3 marriages in the UK end in divorce   

2. The age group with the highest divorce rate is the 20-25s   

3. Divorce was first made available in Britain in 1957   

4. One child in five will see his or her parents’ divorce before the sixteenth birthday   

5. Women are much more likely to ask for a divorce from their husbands than men 
are to ask for divorce from their wives. 

  

6. The average age for divorce has risen from 30 to 40 over the years   

7. The number of divorces has fell over the years   

List the advantages of getting divorced 
 
 
 
 
 

List the disadvantages of getting divorced 



“Marriage should be honoured by all, and the marriage bed 
kept pure, for God will judge the adulterer and all the sexually 

immoral.”

Cut the SOWA down into a manageable quote to remember. (remember 
wherever you omit a word you need to replace it with …)

What is this SOWA teaching about divorce?
This Biblical teaching is stating…

How does this SOWA create different Christian opinions on divorce.
This Biblical teaching creates different opinions because…



POINT EXPLAIN ARGUMENT AGAINST
Marriage is a commitment made 

to….

This commitment is made during a 

wedding ceremony where a couple….

However, if someone has broken there commitment such 

as…

Then a Christian would argue….

People marry to show their love to 

one another.

For example ‘God has made you in pairs’ 

therefore you should be….

Although, some may argue that if you have fallen…

The all loving thing to do would be to…

If a marriage is having problems 

such as struggling with…

The parish can…. On the other hand if their addiction, is causing you mental 

or physical harm the law would encourage you to put….

A marriage is suppose to be a secure 

setting to raise children with role 

models. 

For example role models provide… Alternatively it could be argued that if within the family 

they’re struggling with healthy communication it can 

affect…

Before entering a marriage you are 

intending to spend your future with 

someone.

For example the parish provides 

compatibility classes that…

Although people’s desires and aspirations can change, 

meaning…

A marriage is considered the ideal 

place to raise a family.

This is because your relationship is 

considered…

However, infertility means…



Roman 
Catholics 

Protestant 
Christians  

Why does Jesus allowing divorce 
for adultery justify the different 
beliefs towards divorce in the 

modern world?

Research and add in the different Christian dominations 
beliefs towards divorce.



Corinthians – “The very fact that you have lawsuits among you 
means you have been completely defeated already. Why not 
rather be wronged? Why not rather be cheated?...Or do you not 
know that wrongdoers will not inherit the kingdom of God?”

How is getting a divorce being ‘defeated’ in faith? 
Getting a divorce can be seen as being defeated in faith because…

Who will bring justice and when?

Justice will be brought by…

What does it mean 
by lawsuits?

Who are the 
wrongdoers?



Explain why Biblical teachings about divorce are important 
to Christians today (5)

• Simple reason + a connective and expand  x2 + a 
source of wisdom/authority 

Firstly, one reason why divorce is 
important to Christians is… (simple 
reason) this is
important to because (+connective) 
…For example/(SOWA)This means 
that/Therefore (link to question) …

NEW PARAGRAPH

Secondly, another reason is… 
simple reason) (+connective) 

therefore/for example…(link to 
question)

L1 Simple reason

L2 Developed reason

L3 Simple reason + developed reason

L4 Two developed reasons

L5 Supported with a SOWA
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Below are the most common causes of marriage breakdown

• Addictions (drink, gambling, spending etc.) 

• Infidelity

• Lack of Communication

• Financial Problems

• Work (usually one partner devoting excessive time to work)

• Physical/verbal 

• Continual Arguments/abuse

• Children (Whether to have them, attitudes towards their upbringing etc)

• Sexual Problems 

• Step Parenting

Source: Relate marriage guidance
Think about the things you have learnt about religious attitudes towards sex 
outside of marriage and the purposes and features of religious marriage

How would a Christian respond 
with advice to each of the most 

common causes of divorce? 
Add them in green pen!

http://www.google.co.uk/url?url=http://mentalhealthnews.org/heal-your-broken-heart-using-new-research-on-self-compassion/842600/&rct=j&sa=U&ei=3nTeUu6xO7TX7AalzoCgBA&ved=0CDIQ9QEwAQ&q=broken+heart&usg=AFQjCNFBESz5AMRVE28SP-kYo-twv0KkNQ
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